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1. Introduction

Understanding phylogenetic gene distributions is one 
of the most challenging aspects of modern genomics-
supported taxonomy (1-3). A primary goal is to 
understand the molecular basis of phylogenetics, which 
is necessary to determine the origins of species (4,5). 
In this context, species specification is crucial for 
the determination of a potential evolutionary process 
(3,6). Large-scale comparative genomics analyses 

have revealed that gene duplication and mutations 
are pervasive sources of genetic changes that underlie 
phenotypic diversity among species (7,8). Despite a 
longstanding interest in the genetic basis of speciation, 
little is known about genetic changes in the human 
lineage or their implications in human evolution theory 
(9,10). 
 Recent progress in sequencing technologies has 
provided unprecedented opportunities for exploring 
genetic differences between primitive and derived 
species (11). The increased availability of new sequence 
data, e.g., DNA sequences, mRNA expression, and 
proteins, may not directly provide fundamental 
knowledge about speciation or interspecies relationships 
(12). However, comparative analyses of sequence data 
across the phylogenetic tree can provide insights into 
detailed speciation pathways (13-16).
 Recently, our group identified and characterized the 
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novel human neuronal protein, family with sequence 
similarity 168 member B (FAM168B also known as 
myelin-associated neurite-outgrowth inhibitor (MANI)), 
which is a member of the FAM168 family (17,18). 
FAM168B is localized to neuronal cell membranes and 
has potential for inhibition of neurite-outgrowth and 
axonal guidance in the central nervous system (CNS). 
Our findings also suggested that FAM168B plays an 
important role in neuronal differentiation of neural 
stem cells (NSCs) into catecholaminergic neurons 
(17,18). Other studies have recently characterized 
the human FAM168A gene (also known as tongue 
cancer resistance-associated protein 1(TCRP1)) in oral 
squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) cells (19-21). These 
studies demonstrated that FAM168A mediates specific 
resistance to cisplatin in Tca8113 cells by reducing 
cisplatin-induced apoptosis (20,22). Available data show 
that FAM168A and FAM168B have distinct physio-
biological functions, even though they belong to the 
same gene family and exhibit very high gene homology. 
Accordingly, we performed comparative genomic and 
proteomic sequence analyses to explore further potential 
functional implications of FAM168. Phylogenetic 
analyses of this gene family across the entire eukaryotic 
tree of life revealed the phylogenetic origins and 
taxonomic relationships of and among the species 
carrying these genes, demonstrating that a distinctive 
intermediate exon, comprising 27 nucleotides (nts) only, 
appears in FAM168A and defines livebearing mammals.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

The human chromosome (chr) dataset used for the 
genomic, proteomic, and phylogenetic analyses in the 
present study was collected from the public database 
of the National Center for Biotechnology Information 
(NCBI). The dataset for FAM168A, which is located 
on chr 11, has access number NC_000011.10 (chr 11, 
GRCh38), and the dataset for FAM168B, which is 
located on chr 2, has access number NC_000002.12 (chr 
2, GRCh38). Details of FAM168 gene IDs, mRNA, and 
protein sequence sources used in this study are provided 
as Supplementary materials (Figure S1, http://www.
biosciencetrends.com/action/getSupplementalData.
php?ID=9).

2.2. Data analysis and sequence alignments

In the present study, we used several genome viewer 
tools, including Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV) 
(23,24), NCBI Map Viewer (25-28), the UCSC genome 
browser (29,30), and ClinVar (31) for the visualization 
and analysis of genomic data. For local alignments, a 
whole human genome analysis of FAM168 gene family 
homology search was performed using NCBI's BLAST 

program, which finds regions of local similarity between 
sequences (32,33). For global multi-alignments, the 
retrieved mRNA and protein sequences were aligned 
using multiple alignment tools, including Clustal Omega 
(34) and MUSCLE (MUltiple Sequence Comparison 
by Log-Expectation) (35). All standard parameters were 
unchanged unless stated otherwise. The alignment was 
optimized manually according to previous knowledge 
of exons and coding sequences (CDSs) based on 
visualizations using genome viewing tools such as IGV 
and NCBI Map Viewer.

2.3. FAM168 analysis in the genus Homo

In order to analyse FAM168 genes in Homo, including 
Homo Neandertalensis and Denisovan samples, FASTQ 
reads provided as BAM files by the Max Planck Institute 
for Evolutionary Anthropology, Leipzig, Germany 
(eva.mpg.de), were extracted and realigned locally to 
the GRCh38 assembly of H. sapiens with the Bowtie2 
aligner. All standard parameters were unchanged unless 
stated otherwise (15,36) (Supplementary methods).

2.4. FAM168 in phylogenetic analysis

We developed a special tailored C++11 application with 
an embedded Burrows-Wheeler Aligner as the central 
component (15,37) (Supplementary methods). Using 
the integrated aligner, our application allowed for the 
tracing of individual sequences within a taxonomic 
context. We relied on a taxonomy offered by NCBI that 
can be reconstructed based on a foundation of publically 
available database dumps (38,39). The generated 
phylogenetic trees were visualized and analyzed using 
Archaeopteryx (40). Additionally, we retrieved the 
genomes of species within the taxonomy from assemblies 
offered by NCBI (28,38,39), and all data retrievals 
were conducted automatically by evaluating database-
information available from NCBI (15,41,42). 

3. Results

3.1. Chr loci of FAM168 genes

Whole human genome analysis of the FAM168 gene 
family using a small nt homology search in BLAST 
revealed that there are two members of this gene 
family, FAM168A and FAM168B. Both FAM168A 
and B are transcribed on the reverse strand (Figure 1). 
Comparisons of all exons of FAM168A and FAM168B 
showed that the two gene members are paralogous in 
humans, and that two intermediate exons are missing in 
the longest isoform of member B (NM_001009993.3) 
having 5449 nts in its mRNA and 195 amino acids 
(aa) in its protein with respect to the longest isoform 
of member A (NM_001286050.1) and having 7305 
nts in its mRNA and 244 aa in its protein (Figures 
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FAM168A has validated short mRNA transcripts of 
7305 nts (244 aa), 7278 nts (235 aa), and 6960 nts 
(129 aa) as well as predicted (using NCBI's Gnomon 
software (43,44)) short isoforms of 6571 nts (193 
aa) and 6406 nts (138 aa) using the same ATG-start 
codon with an alternative splicing pattern (Figures 1B, 
S2, and S3, http://www.biosciencetrends.com/action/
getSupplementalData.php?ID=9). This observation is 
similar to the earlier GRCh38.p2 gene assembly, which 
also predicted a short FAM168A transcript (6776 nts, 
193 aa) using the same start codon as the long transcript 
(7305 nts, 244 aa).
 For FAM168B, GRCh38.p7 gene assembly analysis 
showed multiple transcripts with CDSs for 195 aa 
(e.g., 5449 nts, 5590 nts, 5884 nts, 5331 nts, 5338 
nts, 5258 nts, 5207 nts, and 5927 nts) using the same 
ATG-start codon with an alternative splicing pattern 

1 and S2, http://www.biosciencetrends.com/action/
getSupplementalData.php?ID=9). According to 
isoform analysis, all isoforms of FAM168A have the 
same start and stop codons, whereas variation was 
observed in the intermediate exons for both validated 
and predicted isoforms (Figures 1 and S2, http://www.
biosciencetrends.com/action/getSupplementalData.
php?ID=9). Similarly, all validated and predicted 
isoforms of FAM168B have the same start and 
stop codons, except the predicted short isoforms 
XM_017003328.1 and XM_011510594.2 (Figures 
1 and S3, http://www.biosciencetrends.com/action/
getSupplementalData.php?ID=9). 

3.2. FAM168 transcripts

According to NCBI's GRCh38.p7 gene assembly, 

Figure 1. Gene structures of FAM168A and FAM168B. (A) Homology between FAM168A and FAM168B. The CDSs start from 
exon 2 (E2) and stop at E8 for both genes. Filled boxes of different colors indicate homologous sequences present in both genes, 
whereas the empty boxes of FAM168B (E4, E5) indicate that these two exons are absent in FAM168B but present in FAM168A. 
For consistency, exon and intron counts for FAM168B were made with respect to FAM168A. The intermediate two exons and two 
introns of FAM168B (E4, E5, I4, and I5) are missing with respect to FAM168A in the livebearing mammals. (B) Transcripts of 
start codons and Kozak consensus sequence of FAM168s. A newly predicted short transcript of FAM168B (168 aa) has a relatively 
strong Kozak consensus sequence, as do the longer transcripts. This short version remains to be confirmed by further experiments. 
(C) Comparative human genomic loci of FAM168A and FAM168B. FAM168A is located in the q arm of chr 11, whereas FAM168B 
is located in the q arm of chr 2. Neighboring genes of FAM168s belong to members of the ARHGEF and PLEKHB families, 
respectively. An additional gene, RELT is present between FAM168A and ARHGEF17, but not between FAM168B and ARHGEF4, 
thus suggesting a possible function of FAM168A in the immune system.
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(Figure S3, http://www.biosciencetrends.com/action/
getSupplementalData.php?ID=9). Additionally, the 
predicted short transcripts of 168 aa (e.g., 5541 nts and 
5250 nts) were observed using the fourth in-frame ATG-
start codon of its full-length transcript (Figure S3, http://
www.biosciencetrends.com/action/getSupplementalData.
php?ID=9). Importantly, the start codon of the short 
prediction of 168 aa also has a relatively strong Kozak 
sequence compared with the start codon used by the 
longer transcript (Figure 1B).

3.3. FAM168 CDSs and protein sequence comparisons

A comparative CDS analysis of the longest isoform 
of FAM168A (NM_001286050.1, NP_001272979.1) 
and FAM168B (NM_001009993.3, NP_001009993.2) 
showed that two intermediate exons comprised of 27 and 
126 nts are missing in FAM168B compared to FAM168A 
(Figures 1A, S2, and S3, http://www.biosciencetrends.
com/action/getSupplementalData.php?ID=9). Protein 
sequence comparison of the two FAM168 proteins 
encoded by chr2 and chr11 also revealed significant 
differences at the protein level based on nt differences in 
the CDSs (Figure 1 and Table 1).

3.4. 5'- untranslated regions (5'-UTRs) and 3'-UTRs of 
FAM168

According to UTRs analysis, 5'-UTRs are significantly 
shorter than 3'-UTRs for both FAM168A and FAM168B 
(Table 1). A comparison of the 5'-UTR of FAM168A 
(285 nts of NM_001286050.1) with the 5'-UTR of 
FAM168B (258 nts of NM_001009993.3) indicated 
that they are not significantly homologous (Figures 
S4 and S5, http://www.biosciencetrends.com/action/
getSupplementalData.php?ID=9). Likewise, 3'-UTRs 
of FAM168A (6,285 nts of NM_001286050.1) and 
FAM168B (4,589 nts of NM_001009993.3) were also 
not significantly homologous (Figures S4 and S5, http://
www.biosciencetrends.com/action/getSupplementalData.
php?ID=9).

3.5. GC and AT content of FAM168

A comparative analysis of GC and AT contents of 
FAM168A and FAM168B showed that their respective 
percentage contents have high similarity except for two 
intermediate exons of FAM168A containing 27 and 126 
nts, which are missing in FAM168B (Table 1). In the 5'-
UTR regions, GC% (71.92% for FAM168A and 75.98% 
for FAM168B) are significantly higher than AT% 
(28.08% for FAM168A and 24.02% for FAM168B) 
for both FAM168A and FAM168B. In the CDSs, GC 
and AT contents are almost identical for FAM168A and 
FAM168B, respectively. However, GC content is higher 
than AT content in both FAM168A and FAM168B. 
Interestingly, exon 2 of FAM168B, containing the start 
codon, has a relatively low GC content of about 39.5%, 
while the average GC content of a gene is usually in the 
range of 50%-60% (45). On the other hand, GC contents 
(48.73% for FAM168A and 45.47% for FAM168B) are 
lower than AT (51.27% for FAM168A and 54.53% for 
FAM168B) contents in the 3'-UTRs (Table 1).

3.6. Closest neighboring genes of FAM168

Analyses of neighboring loci of human FAM168 revealed 
complex relationships of FAM168A and FAM168B 
with their neighbor genes. We observed that the 
common genes pleckstrin homology domain containing 
B1 (PLEKHB1) and PLEKHB2 reside upstream of 
FAM168A and FAM168B, respectively (Figure 1C). The 
intermediate length between FAM168A and PLEKHB1 
(47,990 nts) differs from that between FAM168B and 
PLEKHB2 (11,380 nts). Moreover, based on NCBI's 
GRCh38 gene assembly, we observed that the cutaneous 
T-cell lymphoma-associated antigen (CTAGE) family 
member 5, a pseudogene (LOC100419713), is situated 
between FAM168A and PLEKHB1, whereas no other 
genes were observed between FAM168B and PLEKHB2. 
A similar phenomenon is observed in the downstream 
analysis of FAM168A and FAM168B (Figure 1C). 
The common genes Rho guanine nucleotide exchange 

Table 1. Lengths and GC and AT contents of FAM168A (NM_001286050.1) and FAM168B (NM_001009993.3)

Exon

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
5'UTR
CDS
3'UTR

length

267
88
81
27

126
143
175
131

6,267
285
735

6,285

GC%

73.40
55.68
58.02
40.74
57.14
56.64
61.14
60.30
48.69
71.92
57.95
48.73

AT%

26.60
44.32
41.98
59.26
42.86
43.36
38.86
39.70
51.31
28.08
42.05
51.27

length

247
81
84
–
–

143
178
125

4,577
258
588

4,589

GC%

78.94
39.50
51.19

–
–

62.23
62.92
63.20
45.48
75.98
59.18
45.47

AT%

21.06
60.50
48.81

–
–

37.77
37.08
36.80
54.52
24.02
40.82
54.53

# nts in FAM168A                                                                     # nts in FAM168B
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factor 17 (ARHGEF17) and ARHGEF4 (members 
of the ARHGEF gene family) reside downstream of 
both FAM168A and FAM168B. However, the receptor 
expressed in lymphoid tissues (RELT) gene is located 
only between FAM168A and ARHGEF17, not between 
FAM168B and ARHGEF4, thus indicating a possible 
function of FAM168A in the immune system. The 
intermediate length between FAM168A and ARHGEF17 
(31,099 nts) significantly differs from that between 
FAM168B and ARHGEF4 (624 nts).

3.7. FAM168 in Homo

In search of the closest hominin relative of H. 
sapiens, recent discoveries of genomic data obtained 
by sequencing ancient  DNA from Neandertal 
and Denisovan fossils might enable us to answer 
longstanding questions about the relationships between 
archaic and modern humans (46,47). In the present study, 
we analyzed the FAM168 gene family of H. sapiens and 
compared it with data from Neandertals and Denisovans. 
FAM168A and FAM168B are found in both Neandertals 
and Denisovans, although with different mutation 
patterns (see Tables S1 and S2 for details, http://www.
biosciencetrends.com/action/getSupplementalData.
php?ID=9). Exon analyses among groups indicate that 
all exons of FAM168A are identical among the three 
Homo genomes except E7 and E9, whereas all introns 
of FAM168A display a number of mutations (Figure 
S6, Tables S1 and S2, http://www.biosciencetrends.com/
action/getSupplementalData.php?ID=9). H. sapiens 
differs by one nt from Neandertals and Denisovans 
in E7 of FAM168A. However, variations in E9 of 
FAM168A remain elusive, where three nts of H. sapiens 
differ from Neandertals and Denisovans, six nts of 
Neandertals differ from H. sapiens and Denisovans, 
and four nts of Denisovans differ from H. sapiens and 
Neandertals (see Tables S1 and S2 for details, http://
www.biosciencetrends.com/action/getSupplementalData.
php?ID=9). In the case of FAM168B, all exons are 
identical among the three Homo genomes except E9. 
For consistency, exon and intron counts for FAM168B 
were made with respect to FAM168A. The intermediate 
two exons and two introns of FAM168B (E4, E5, I4, and 
I5) are missing with respect to FAM168A in the genus 
Homo. The variations in E9 of FAM168B include i) one 
nt difference in H. sapiens compared with Neandertals 
and Denisovans, ii) Neandertals differ by three nts from 
Denisovans and H. sapiens, and iii) Denisovans differ by 
one nt from H. sapiens and Neandertals. Intron analysis 
of FAM168B showed a number of mutations in all 
introns except I6 and I8 (see Figure S6, Tables S1 and 
S2 for details, http://www.biosciencetrends.com/action/
getSupplementalData.php?ID=9). Although Neandertals 
and Denisovans are considered the closest hominin 
relatives of H. sapiens (48), our genomic comparison 
does not indicate which archaic human is more closely 

related to H. sapiens. Nevertheless, growing evidence 
suggest that Neandertals are more closely related to H. 
sapiens than are Denisovans (15,49,50). 

3.8. FAM168 in phylogenetic analyses

We conducted a comparative genomic analysis to 
explore the phylogenetic distribution of the FAM168 
gene family among the eukaryotes. The phylogenetic 
relationships of FAM168 gene families among different 
species are displayed in the form of taxonomic 
clusters, or dendrograms, through CDS sequence 
alignments (15,41,42) (Figures S7 and S8, http://www.
biosciencetrends.com/action/getSupplementalData.
php?ID=9). Aligned sequences appear as taxonomic 
cluster blocks of high correlation along the diagonal 
axis and correspond to taxonomic groups (Figure 2). 
According to the phylogenetic tree, both FAM168A 
and FAM168B formed five distinct ortholog clusters 
of fish, amphibians, reptiles, birds, and mammals. 
Interspecies correlations showed that both genes have 
similar phylogenetic patterns from lower species to 
higher species. The sequence similarity matrix in 
the dendrograms is colorized as a heat map (Figure 
2). Within the mammals, FAM168A shows higher 
interspecies correlation than FAM168B. Interestingly, 
among the birds, Passeriformes showed a distanced sub-
cluster ortholog for both genes with higher sequence 
similarity (Figure 2). Within the reptiles, two distinct 
sub-clusters are formed by the homologs of FAM168 
genes, one including turtles and crocodilians and another 
within lepidosaurs. Unlike the mammals, available 
genomic data reflects that FAM168B has higher 
interspecies correlation in reptiles than does FAM168A. 
In the context of phylogenetic relationships between 
fish and reptiles, the intermediate class of amphibians 
(e.g., tropical clawed frog) also contains both genes 
(51). The earliest apparent emergence of both FAM168A 
and FAM168B is observed in the jawed vertebrates, 
represented by Callorhinchus milii (elephant shark) (gene 
ID: 103177153 for FAM168A and gene ID: 103174665 
for FAM168B) (25,52) (Figures 2, S7 and S8, http://
www.biosciencetrends.com/action/getSupplementalData.
php?ID=9). Analysis of the available molecular 
phylogenetic data suggests that the FAM168 gene pair 
emerged in vertebrates with a notochord and neural tube 
(53).
 Our comparative genomic and proteomic analyses 
showed that two intermediate exons comprised of 27 
and 126 nts (E4 and E5), respectively, are missing in 
FAM168B with respect to FAM168A in humans (Figures 
1A, S4 and S8, http://www.biosciencetrends.com/action/
getSupplementalData.php?ID=9). Further phylogenetic 
analysis of the individual exons in the eukaryotic lineage 
revealed that exon 4 of FAM168A, comprised of 27 nts 
(E4, translated into nine aa: EFQFLHSAY), is present 
in the livebearing marsupial Monodelphis domestica 
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(gray short-tailed opossum) but is absent in the egg-
laying mammal Ornithorhynchus anatinus (platypus) 
and in all other species in the analysis, including birds 
(e.g., Ficedula albicollis), reptiles (e.g., Alligator 
mississippiensis), amphibians (e.g., Xenopus tropicalis), 
and fish (e.g., Danio rerio and C. milii) (Figures 3, 
S9, and S10, http://www.biosciencetrends.com/action/
getSupplementalData.php?ID=9). In contrast, exon 5 of 
FAM168A, comprised of 126 nts (E5, translated into 42 
aa in H. sapiens), is conserved in the mammals as well as 
in birds (e.g., Ficedula albicollis), reptiles (e.g., Alligator 
mississippiensis), amphibians (e.g., Xenopus tropicalis), 
and fish (e.g., Danio rerio and C. milii) (Figures 3, 
S9, and S10, http://www.biosciencetrends.com/action/
getSupplementalData.php?ID=9). Protein sequence 
comparisons indicate that significant differences exist 
between these two proteins, FAM168A and FAM168B 
(Figures 3 and S4, http://www.biosciencetrends.com/
action/getSupplementalData.php?ID=9). These 
observations suggest that higher mutations occurred in 
regions located closer to the N-terminus for FAM168 
proteins during possible evolutionary and speciation 
events. 

4. Discussion

4.1. Genomics and proteomics analyses of FAM168

We provide for the first time a comprehensive genomics 
and proteomics feature overview of the FAM168 
gene family. We found that the human FAM168A and 
FAM168B paralogs are located on chr 11 and chr 2, 
respectively, and show significant sequence differences 

(Figures 1 and 3). In particular, protein sequence 
comparisons showed that most variations appear toward 
the N-terminus of FAM168 proteins. Analyses of the 
individual exons suggest that deletion and/or insertion 
occurred during gene duplication events, leading to 
the emergence of new genes within the FAM168 gene 
family (55-58) (Figures 3, S9, and S10, http://www.
biosciencetrends.com/action/getSupplementalData.
php?ID=9). Experimental data suggest that FAM168B 
(MANI) plays a role in neuro-axonal guidance and 
neuronal differentiation in the CNS (17,18), whereas 
FAM168A functions in chemoresistance by reducing 
cisplatin-mediated apoptosis (20,22). Thus, genetic 
differences between the FAM168A and FAM168B may 
explain why these two genes have distinct functions 
(2,56,59). 

4.2. Phylogenetic analysis of FAM168 

This is the first detailed phylogenetic analysis of the 
FAM168 gene family across the eukaryotic lineage. 
Our phylogenetic analyses, based on the CDSs of 
the two FAM168 genes (A and B), outline deep 
relationships among eukaryotes. The earliest emergence 
of the FAM168 genes may have occurred in the jawed 
vertebrates, represented by C. milii, which is surprising 
as these two genes are absent in the other main chordate 
sub-group (non-vertebrate chordates) that also have 
a notochord at some stage in their lives, for example, 
branchiostoma (e.g., Branchiostoma belcheri and 
Branchiostoma floridae) and tunicates (e.g., Botryllus 
schlosseri, Ciona intestinalis, Oikopleura dioica, and 
Ciona savignyi) (52,60,61). Accordingly, FAM168A 

Figure 2. Cluster representation of phylogenetic analysis of FAM168A and FAM168B in the eukaryotic lineage, based on 
the NCBI GenBank. (A) Orthologs of FAM168A displayed discrete taxonomic cluster groups with higher correlation along the 
diagonal (red = high homology, blue = low homology). Taxonomic cluster blocks along the diagonal correspond to (i) fish, (ii) 
amphibians, (iii) reptiles, (iv) birds, and (v) mammals. (B) Orthologs of FAM168B displayed a similar pattern of sequence similarity 
with discrete taxonomic cluster groups with higher correlation along the diagonal. Interestingly, FAM168B showed cross-clustering 
or cluster overlapping between reptiles and birds as well as between birds and mammals. Passeriformes showed a sub-cluster within 
the birds. The gray triangles below the diagonal display clusters obtained when using a threshold of 60 as described previously (54). 
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and FAM168B seem to be distinctive features of 
vertebrates (Figure 4).
 Individual cluster analysis demonstrates that both 
genes are highly conserved within each cluster of 
species; however, FAM168B showed cross-clustering 
for birds with reptiles and birds with mammals (Figure 
2). Although both FAM168 genes show a similar 
phylogenetic distribution in the Callorhinchidae, a 
derived mutation pattern is observed in H. sapiens. 
However, we also identified a few species within the 
fish, amphibians, reptiles, birds, and mammals (e.g., 
Melanochromis auratus, Nanorana parkeri, Apalone 
spinifera, Phoenicopterus ruber, Megaderma lyra, 
Manis pentadactyla, and Apodemus sylvaticus) without 
either FAM168A or FAM168B. We cannot rule out that 
we failed to detect these genes in some species because 
genome data for some species remain incomplete or at 
the scaffold level only.
 The exon–intron architecture is a longstanding 
question in evolutionary genomics (62-65). Changes 
in the splicing of exons and introns are a major driving 
force in proteomic diversification and the generation 
of new gene functions (64,66,67). In our molecular 
phylogenetic analysis, we observed that FAM168A 
contains additional exons E4 and E5 (with respect 
to FAM168B) across all vertebrate species (Figures 
3, S9, and S10, http://www.biosciencetrends.com/

action/getSupplementalData.php?ID=9). However, 
while exon E5 is present in FAM168A across all 
vertebrates, the jawed vertebrates, represented by C. 
milii, do not contain E4, whereas H. sapiens contains 
E4 in FAM168A (Figures 3 and 4). Thus, we sought 
to identify the phylogenetic origin of this distinctive 
27 nts-containing exon E4 in FAM168A. Surprisingly, 
we observed this exon in the livebearing mammal 
M. domestica, but not in the egg-laying mammal O. 
anatinus. Thus, this intermediate exon E4 seems to be a 
distinctive feature of livebearing mammals. Moreover, 
insertion of this new exon may have led to proteomic 
diversification by generating new gene functionality 
in FAM168A, the development of a higher immune 
system, which is essential for maturation in livebearing 
mammals (56,67,68) (Figure 4). Although the immune 
system is relatively undeveloped at birth and is 
developed during a lifetime of exposure to multiple 
foreign challenges (the so-called adaptive immune 
system), the development of the immune system, in 
particular innate immunity, starts early in fetal life 
for livebearing mammals (69-71). Considering this 
finding and our previous discoveries, the FAM168 gene 
family may contain crucial genes involved in the higher 
immune system and brain functions that are essential 
for mammals giving birth to live young (15,17,18,68). 
 Concluding, our results reflect a comprehensive 

Figure 3. Comparative protein sequence analysis of FAM168A and FAM168B. FAM168A and FAM168B proteins were 
observed earliest in the jawed vertebrates, represented here by C. milii. (A) Protein sequence analysis of FAM168A for a few 
species, from C. milii to H. sapiens. Analyses showed that exon 4 of FAM168A, comprised of 27 nts (E4, translated into nine 
aa: EFQFLHSAY), is present in livebearing marsupials, represented by M. domestica, but is absent in egg-laying mammals such 
as O. anatinus and in all other groups including fish, represented by C. milii. Exon 5 of FAM168A, comprised of 126 nts (E5, 
translated into 42 aa of H. sapiens), is conserved across all groups. (B) Protein sequence analysis of FAM168B is shown for a few 
representative species across the phylogenetic tree, from C. milii to H. sapiens. All exons (E1-E9) are presented in Figures 1A and 
S4.
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picture of the genomic, proteomic, and phylogenetic 
features of the FAM168 gene family. We identified 
significant differences between FAM168A and 
FAM168B, in particular the incorporation of exon E5 
into FAM168A in lower vertebrate species, such as C. 
milii, and the sudden incorporation of the distinctive 
exon E4 into FAM168A in higher vertebrate species 
(i.e. mammals) that give birth to live young. These 
patterns may illustrate functional diversification and 
species-dependent functional specification across the 
phylogenetic tree of the eukaryotic lineage (62,64,65). 
The phylogenetic distributions of FAM168A and 
FAM168B from C. milii to H. sapiens comprise distinct 
taxonomic clusters of species, thus indicating that 
morphology-based analyses remain insufficient to 
accurately define the relationships among species (2). 
Genomic analysis across a large sample of species may 
allow the identification of interspecies relationships 
and phylogenetic hot spots of distinctive gene origins 
(8,42). Future experimental studies investigating the 
regulation of gene expression and function of FAM168 

along with large-scale gene datasets from additional 
diverse lineages using an even more global perspective 
may provide further insights into the functional 
significance of the two FAM168 genes across the 
entire phylogenetic tree of life, particularly in terms of 
specific higher immune and brain functions.
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